PRESS SERVICE

The Mondaine Philosophy

The Brigade Mondaine® Luxury Online Shop is dedicated to aesthetes found of sophisticated fashioning and luxury lingerie. We try
to be constant awareness of the emergence of new designers that might be someday on our Shop and Brigade Mondaine’s
mission is to discover and bring together designers that fit the same universe of ours: Luxurious, Glamorous and full of Erotism
with high quality products, mostly handmade, beautiful fabrics and original designs.

Our designers

Our idea is not to offer all of what is produced. We carefully select what we find more beautiful, more captivating in the world of
lingerie, accessories and beauty. Here, each piece has style, personality and was assembled from the finest materials with
impeccable elegance. We regularly add new designers as we are always looking for unique and innovative products that we offer
sometimes exclusively.
Always listening to the forefront and designers that will make the headlines tomorrow, we will try to offer the best of their work. We
currently work with Bordelle, Loveday London, Bluebella, Atelier Amour, The Model Traitor, E.L.F Zhou London, Faire Hommage,
Edge O’Beyond, Elissa Poppy Latex, God Save Queens, Fraulein Kink, Ruth Melbourne, Paul Seville … and many others.

Bespoke Creation

In its approach to select talented young artists, Brigade Mondaine® has chosen to work with designers fashioning by hand
according to the rules of their art. Their designs can be tailored to your wishes in terms of size, color, finish, …
If you have in mind a very particular model that you cannot find anywhere, know that we can help you to create unique and specific
models according to your wishes and the only limit is your imagination.

Brigade Mondaine® Press Service

Brigade Mondaine® collaborates with famous photographers for shootings dedicated to be published in fashion magazines …
We are proud to worked with artists such as: Remi KOZDRA & Kasia BACZULIS, Stephanie RENOMA, Eric OUAKNINE, Martial
LENOIR, Nicolas GUERIN, Lucilla BELLINI, Douglas McWALL, Cyril LAGEL, Demetrios DRYSTELLAS, Laura FRIEDLY, Christophe
MOLINARI, Lucie BREMEAULT, DEDALUS, Yuji WATANABE, François BERTHIER, Julie MICHELET, Florian SAEZ, Sarah FORD, Paul Von
BORAX, Alice BERG, Stephano BRUNESCI, J.M BULLES, Salim BERRADA, Stéphane MOUNET and many others.

Brigade Mondaine® Press Service

Brigade Mondaine® is well-represented and strong on social media like Facebook or Instagram with more than 65k followers.
Come and follow us to discover our new designers & collections !
https://www.facebook.com/BrigadeMondaine/
@brigademondaine
Press contact : press@brigademondaine.fr

